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VOLUME  IV

HYDROFOLL  STRUCTURAL CRITERIA



FOREWARD

Navy-al criteria for conventional ships are applicable to hydrofoil ships but
the vripn conditions to, which the latter are exposed while foilborne  require
speclai  considerations. The following criteria contain specific requirements to
ensve that structural capability is provided for high speed foilborne operations in a
seaway.

The structural criteria herein consist of specific loads (or specific conditions which
result in Loads) and corresponding requirements for specific structural responses to
the loads. In general limit loads are to be matched with yfkld  stresses, ultimate

loads with ultimate stresses.
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ABSTRACT

This criteria contains structural requirements for Navy hydrofoil ship

hulls and foi 1 systems. Structural loads, or operating condltlons  which_
result in loads, are specified abong  with required structural responses.

Both  maximtmn  design loads and fatigue loads are addressed.
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1.0 SCOPE

1.1 CalTENT

Them..,e+ria  contain the requirements for structural loads and structural

responses that shall be used for design and verification  tests of U.S. Navy

hydrofoil ships. Hullborne  and foilborne  operatiq  conditions described herein shall

estabiish  structural design roads  for all hull and foil system components. The

proposed structure shall be shown by analysts  or, if required, by tests, to have

stresses not exceeding~liowable  stresses, to have required fatigue life, and to have

stiffness sufficient to prevent hydroelastic problems. The hullborne and foilborne

operating conditions shall be used to determine shocic  and vibration environments

applicable to the design  of all components and equipment.

This volume is one of the set of design criteria and specification volumes f o r US.

Navy Hydrofoil Ships developed under the direction of DTNSRDC  for the Naval Sea

Systems Command. The title of each volume is given below. _

Volume I

Volume II

Volume III

General Information Manual

Hydrodynamics and Performance Prediction Criteria*
Hydrofoil Ship Control and Dynamics Specifications and

Criteria .  .

Volume IV Structural Design Criteria

Volume v Propulsion Systems Design Criteria

A follow-on set of specifications for ship intrinsic subsystems (Volumes VI through

XIV) is planned.

13 PURPOSE
a.

The criteria and requirements set forth herein, in conjunction with the other

volumes of design criteria and specifications for U.S. Navy Hydrofoils, are intended

i to govern the design, development, and procurement of military hydrofoil ships.

This voume identifies the minimum acceptable structural characteristics and the

DZl-:1322-1



minimum  design and development activity necessary to ensure that strength and -
rigid*  are achieved commensurate with requirem+ts  for high speed operations in
the lbxied sea conditions.

1.3.1.1 SignifiaMBt  varc  Hei@@ and si@iaMt  vm Pa%d

Signficant  Wave Height - Average height (crest to trough) of the one-third highest
waves in a sea. Abbreviated HS.

Significant Wave Period - Average period of. the one-third highe$-,-es.
Abbreviated T,.

1.3.13  Distributed Vave  Heights-and  Pewbds  - The relatiye  frequency of Occur-
rence of wave heights and wave periods used herein to determine structural loads -
shall have statistical distributions based on an accepted sea spectrum. .T

--
Appendix 10.1 is an example of accepted spectra.

2
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20 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

!

The fawi documents of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for bids or

req+*  fa  proposal, form a part of this specification to the extent specified

herein.

21 GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

Federal Specification

Military Specifications

Companion Design Criteria and Specification for U.S. Navy Hydrofoil Ships
ioiume  I General Information Manual

Volume IA General Information Manual - Technical Substantiatiar

Volume II Hydrodynamic Performance Prediction Criteria
Volke IIA Hydrodynamic and Performance Prediction Criteria -

-2
Technical Substantiation

Volume III

Volume IIIA

Volume IVA
Volume v

Volume VA

Hydrofoil Ship Control and Dynamics Specifications and
Criteria
Hydrofoil Ship Control and Dynamics Specifications and

Criteria - Technical Substantiation

Structural  Design Criteria - Technical Substantiation

Propulsion System Design Criteria

Propulsion System Design Criteria - Technical

Substantiation

Detail Specification for Design and Construction of Hydrofoil Ship

( 1
General Specifications for Ships of the United States Navy.

3
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Peckal  Standards -

Military  StandaKls

tiIL-STD- 167 Vibration of Equipment and Machinery

2.13 other Plbllca~ _

Manuals

DDS 100-B  Strength of Structural Members
- .” Regulations

Handbooks

MIL-HDBK5 Strength of Metal Aircraft Elements _

23 NON-GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS -

Specifications

Standards

Other Publications

.;

4
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS

- M.

3.4  - . _

The requirehents of these criteria shaii apply to U.S. Navy hydrofoil ships having

fully  submerged foils with the foilborne hull supported at two longitudinal locations

and with an  automatic control system for stabilization. These criteria shall be the

basis for structural design except as ammended by the Detail Specification, or as

ammended  in an approved Structural Design Criteria Report. Design requirements

given in the General Specifications for conventional surface vessels of the U.S.

Navy are also applicable. Each hullborne structural requirement therein shall be

included in the design unless the requirement is specifically deleted or is in conflict

with these criteria. The construction of the ship shall be in conformance with the

requirements of the Detail Specification.

3.1.1  calfigulam

The ship shall be considered complete and capable of hullborhe or fo&rne

operations for the weights of 3.1.2 and load conditions of 3.2 and 3.3.

3.1.2-  Design Vel@W

3.1.2.1  hkximum  Foilbdnlc Veight  (Vd - For this  condition the vessel shall be

considered complete in every respect (including a growth margin if specified) and

. loaded with crew, cargo, and full foilborne allowances of fuel, potable water,
-

provisions and stores, ammunition and other consumables as specified to perform

its design mission.

3.1.2.2  Average Foibame  Veight (VAv) - This condition of loading is the same as .m

WM  except all consumable loads shall be reduced to 60 percent of full foilborne

allowranees.

i 3.1.2.3 Minimum, Foilbarn  Weight  (vMd - This condition of loading is the same

a s  wh4 except cargo shall be considered discharged and all consumable loads

reduced to 10 pertent  of useable foilborne allowances.

5
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3.1.2.1  Hoist@-(Blank)

3.134 center  of cavity - An’ &elope,  as shown in Figure 3.1.1,  shall be

prepared indicating locations ‘of -the center of gravity for all configurations
including those with the most forward and most aft center oi gravity locations and
those defined in 3.1 .t. - _

3.1.31  Moments of Intertia - Pitch, roll  dnd yaw moments of inertia shall be

calculated for the design weights of 3.1.2  and reported -in  the Structural Loads
Report.

3.1.4  waves

The sea environment shall be defined to match wave heights and wave periods
given in the Detail Specifications. A Significant Wave Height and A Significm~.,  _ _
Wave Per& shall be identified &a  statistical distributiorr  of waves, as defined in -
l.3.1.2, shall be used to develop hull and foil system loads.

3.15 Design speeds

3.1.5.1  AUaximum  Foilbmne  Speed  ‘VJ - The maximum foilborne speed shall be

the steady state calm water speed attainable at full military power rating of the
propulsion system and at WMIN.

3.1.5.2  RcntgJ~  Wader  Foilborne  Cruise Speed (V& - The rough water cruise speed
shall be the average speed attainable in head and bow seas at maximum continuous
power rating of the propulsion system.

6
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3.1.5.3  Maximum Foilborne Rat@ Water  SQesd  (VRd - The maximum intermit- .
tent rough water speed for loads calculations shall be 5 knots greater than V,. -

3.1.M lidbameSpeed,Fo~exbcndcd(V~- Hullborne speed with foils

extended shall be the average speed attainable at the maximum continuous power

rating o,f the foilborne propulsion system in calm water or, if stated in the Detail
Specifications, shall be the required Speed of Advance.

U.6 Ap~lkdbiacls

The basis of the strength design of the ship shall be Yield, Ultimate, and Service

Loads. The ship shall be in equilibrium under the action of applied loads with

inertia loads accounting for imbalances. Applied loads shall be calculated fa the
loading conditions of 3.2 and 3.3 for the operational conditions of 3.1. The
applicability of 3.1 is shown in Table 3.1.6.

3.16.1  Limit Loads  - The loads derived from the requirements of this document
shall b‘e Limit Loads unless otherwise specified. Whenever the provisions of the
specification as applied to a particular hydrofoil ship fail to identify potentially -

critical loading conditions, or result in inappropriate Limit Load-magnitudes for

specified conditions, new or revised Limit Load criteria shall be proposed by the

contractor in the initial submittal of the Structural Design Criteria ReRort  of 4.1.

3.1.6.1 Yield Loads  - Yield Loads are Limit Loads multiplied by the Yield Factor

of Safety. Unless otherwise specified herein, the Yield Factor of Safety shall be

1.00.

3.1.6.3 Ultima~  @ads - Ultimate Loads are Limit Loads multiplied by the

Ultimate Factor of Safety, or are loads specifically designated herein as Ultimate.

The Ultimate Factor of Safety shall be 1.50.

3.1.6.4 Service L& - Loads to be employed in fatigue strength and crack growth

analyses are Service Loads which shall be derived from operational,environments

specified in the Detail Specification and from time-related load requirements of

3.2.6 for the foil system and 3.3.1.5 for the hull.

8
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TAEKE 3.14
LOAD CONSIDERATK)NS_ .’

Maneuver Loads

Hull Service Loads
3.3.1.5

9
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3.1.7  Strength Requihmcnts
,-

Adequate strength of proposed structures shall be demonstrated by analyses or

tests which @all k fully reported in the Structural Substantiation Report, 4.1.

Proposed deviatiu~s  from the following Strength Requirements shall be fully

substantiated and approved by the Navy before being incorporated in the design.

3.1.7.1 Yield  stmngth  - The applicatim  of Yield Loads shall not cause elastic or

permanent deformations which interfere with the intended function of a structural

component or require its replacement or repair as a result of their application.

Hull plating subjected to yield pressure loads shall not have a calculated permanent

set greater than .005  times the distance between stiffeners.

3.1.7.2  ulthate strength - The application of Ultimate Loads shall not causes
structural failure.

3.1.73 Fatigue Life - Fatigue life of structure subjected to SewicC  i&ads .of

3.1.6.4 shall be no less than the ‘specified Service Life. Fatigue  life shall be

determined by calculations or tests, or, if required by the Detail Specifications for

certain structures, by tests only. Fatigue life of structures immersed in salt water

or exposed to salt spray shall be calculated using “in  sea water” material fatigue

data. Cyclic stresses shall include notch factors from pitting or crevices due to

sea water corrosion. Fatigue life calculations shall include Fatigue Rating Factors

based on consequences of failure and inspectability as given in Tables 3.1.7(a)  and

(b).

3.1.7.4 Flaw Gnwth ad Residal  Swength  - Calculations shall be made showing

that initial undetected flaws shall not grow so large  as to reduce component static

strength below that required to sustain all limit loads employed in structural

design. Calculations of flaw growth and residual strength for foils and struts and

other components made  with ferrous materials shall use initial flaw sizes given in

1 Table 3.1.7(c).  Minimum size of undetected surface flaws to be expected in non-

ferrous materials subject to this requirements shall be reported and substantiated

in the Structural Design Criteria Report and shall not be used in the design until

approved by the Navy.

10
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The number of service load  cycles usd  for flaw growth analyses shall be multiplied
by the Crack Growth Reliability Factor of Table 3.1.7(d). In designing for through-
crack  faike, the maximum stress shall be calculated  from the the critical plain-

strain fracture  toughness value (K lc). For 1%5PH  stainless steel, K 1 C is 130 ksi

II-indl:

3.1.8  kfy&oelas&icand  Stiffmss  Requkements
‘15

’ A hydra&tic  analysis report shall be submitted in accordant  with 4.1 showing
compliance with the requirements of this section.

3.1.8.1  Cam01  Reversal - Foils and struts shall be free of control reversal to
speeds at least 1.6 times (VMAx ) at all strut immersions with the vessel  at
minimum operating weight.

- 3.1.82  Div - Foils, struts and other components subject to high veiaclty
water flow shall be free of hydroelastic divergence to speeds at least 1.6 times
(VW&  at all strut immersions with the vessel at minimum operating weight. _

3.1.8.3  Fhrtca  - Each foil-strut configuration shall be free of flutter to speeds at
least 1.6 times (V max) for all strut immersions with the vessel at minimum
operating weight. Analytical or experimental data, or both, shall demonstrate
compliance with this requirement.

3.1.8.4  Ehtffetiq and Panel Flutter - Plating panels subject to highly turbulent
flow, such as from the wake of propellers or in waterjets, shall be checked for
excessive stress cycling which would result in early fatigue failures. Assurance of
freedom ftqm this type of failure shall be verified during underwdy trials.

1 1
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TABLE 3.1.7(a):  Fatigue Reliability Factor

;- .- I Failure Rating Inspectability Rating’

I II

A 2.0 1.5

B 1.5 1.0

For use with material allowable S-N curves representing the 95% probability

and 95% confidence level.

TABLE 3.1.7(b): Definition of Failure and Inspectabilty Ratings

:ailuh
tating

A

.- a

Inspectability
Definition Rating Definition

Could cause loss of I Requires disassembly of
ship, serious injury strut/foil system or
to personnel, un- removal of large equip-
availability for ment items on or in the
more than seven days hull; locally uninspect-
or cause a mission in
progress to be

able area; or inspectable
only while dry docked

aborted. with no more than minor
disassembly.

B All failures not II All component areas not
classified as A. rated I, or for Flaw

Growth detectable by
scheduled inspections.

12
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TABLE 3.1.7(c): Initial Flaws in Ferrous Materials
(Undetected Surface Flaws)

1.2 x 4.32

Longitudinal Transverse

Standard Weld 1.52 x 12.7?, 1.52 x 12.002
-4 _i

1.52 x 5.08 3

$Ijnd  Weld 2.54 x 127.0_~ 2.54 x 12.702

2.54 x ml3

x1 .
All dimensionl  in millimeters .. _

‘Gas  tungsten  Arc and Gas Manual ti.- I

’ Plasma Arc and Electron Beam

TABLE 3.1.7(d):  track  Growth Reliability Factors :._ -
Failure Rating’ Inspect+bilit y Rating’

I’ II’
A 1 . 5 1.0
B 1.0 0.3

‘The definitions of Table 3.1.7(b)  shall apply

3J.u static  Dcfbctlorr - Components which rotate or slide shall be free of

bindiq  or excessive friction due to deflection of the supporting structure with

limit Loads applied. Control flaps, actuation linkages, push ro@,  etc., shall have

self-aligning bearings if necessary to ensure free motion.

1 3
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X1.9 Smck  and Vibration

Equipment and famdations  shall be designed for shock loads caused by hull-wave

imp-and  for vibrations due to rotating machinery; ~Shock  load factors as shown

herein are considered separately from X1.10.  Equipment weighing 1350 N (300 lbs)

or less shall be subject to shock loads shown on Figures 3.1.2 and 3.1.3  which give

acceleration levels versus the fundamental natural frequency of the equipment. If

natural frequencies are unavailable, the following guideline may be used:

Weight, Newtons

Less than 20.0

20.0 to 110.0

110.1 to 335.0

335.1 to 00.0

670.1 to 1350.0

Shock Spectra Frequency (Hz)

200

1 0 0

5 0

3 5

2 0
I.

Load factors on Figures 3.1.2 and 3.1.3  are also applicable ti installations of

equipment weighing over 1350 N, however for such equipment the factors wtd  __

shall not exceed inertia load factors calculated in accordance with 3.3.1.4. ‘-

-

Lightweight equipment installations shall be designed for vibration load factors as
well as shock. Figures 3.1.4 and 3.1.5  are typical sinusoidal and random vibration

environments. These or other data, if more applicable, shall be used  for evaluation

and designing such installations.

Vibration requirements of MIL-STD-1678 are also invoked to the extent they may

exceed the above requirements.
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c-

3.1.10 mapcms Loads

3&l&l  cillhmg- Gun blast pressures shall be as specified for the particular
gm or i&the  absence of such Qt& shall be calculated from the following
expression:

.

* p I DMF  zOO (1 + COS  ’ ,t ,~~i
_ --

_ Wd)3’2 ..L

,~DMF1379~1+COS6)*,kPa
tx/d13/*

I

where: PO

Jc=

dt

6s

D&IF-=

c

limit static equivalent pressure
radius vector from gun muzzle
gun-bore; same units  as x
angle between radius vector and gun barrel
dynamic magnification factor
1.4 far  design of plating pantls  or panel attachments
1.0 for design of framing in support of panels subject to gun

blast pressure loads

3.1JoA  wsslle  h&Kdng  - Missile blast pressures  and  temperatures +ll be as

specified by the manufacturer(s)  of the weapon and launching -system. In the
absence of such data, the environmental Mcteristics’  associated with missile
firing shall be 6 accordance with Section LOOa of the General Specifications.
Pressures and temperatures and their time histories shall be considered for normal

. firing. and also for the longer time period associated with accidental missile
ignitiak.

. a

3.1.103  Explosive Air 8last  - Requirements for structure exposed to air blast, in
addition to 3.1.10.1, are given in the Detail Specifications.

.

1 9
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3.1.10.4  Hulhxne  Underwater Ejcplos~  - Requirements for hull structure sub- :
ject to underwater explosion ate given in the Detail Specifications. -.

3.1.18.5  Foibame Uduwater  Explahn  - Foils, struts, strut to hull attachments,
&merged pods containing foilborne  control or propulsion components and sub-
merged structure subject to underwater  explosion shall be designated as shock
Grade A as defined in the General Specifi&kion.

Simulatbns  shall be designed and used to predict hull and foil system service loads
in the design sea conditions. Simulations shall include hull and foil  system
geometry, mass characteristics, foil system hydrodynamics, control system char-
acteristics, and other physical characteristics of the ship and the s& Loads
defined by the simulations shall become part of the loads used for design of the
ship and shall be used for predicting structural behavior during trials. Justification
and validation of the simulations shall be reported in the Structural Simulation
Report, 4.1. ;*j-: ?

-”
At least one simulation shall include responses in six degrees of freedom (surge,
side-sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw) and shall be capable of predicting variations
in forces and moments for each hydrodynamic surfacre. This simulation shall
recognize and be responsive to combined effes  of ship heading and speed in sea
states. This simulation shall ‘*use  the same parameters and constants, insofar as
practical, as Control Simulations required in Volume III.

20
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The foil system shall  to support the craft and its contents in the foilborne .-
operating mode and shall withstand loads re&ting  from operations in smooth water
an&In a ‘xaway.  In addition, the foil system shall  withstand loads associated withe.
integral elements of propulsion and control systems and l&is  induced by hydtoclas-

tic deflections and dynamic responses

32.2 Foil Maximum Force
\

322.4 Lift ad Moment - Maximum upward and downward forces I&U@ to the

foil chord plane are the maximum probable hydrodynamic loads on  e&t  T-f&
semispan  or on each span  between supporting strua The loading shall  be l cleast

as great  as given by, ._

5 II k (4180  + 128h  +  A66  Vc2  C+&), psf,

-, $ o k (200 + 2O.lh  + A66  Vc2 .wa.

Where, h i‘ Strut length  from foil-chord plane to hull baseline, feet or

meters

k = .5 for forward foil system

.6  for after foil system

v, = Rough Water Cruise Speed, knots

AR = Aspect Ratio, Span2/Area -

Spanwisc  limit bending .moments  shall be calculated with the above pressure
distributed according to foil taper ratio as follows:



Spanwise

Taper Ratio Center of Pressure,
-i a

: I. (Tip Chord/Root Chord) % of Semispan
-3 0.0 41

a.
. 0.2 $2

0.4 4 3

0.6 - 1.0 4 4
T -

3.2.2.2 FoilMaximumDcsg- Foil maximum drag in the foil chord plane shall be

20% of the total force being considered and shall be so di$ributed  as to have the

same spanwise center of pressure.
.

3.23 Strut Maximum Force

3.2.3.1SiiForceamlblaent- Strut maximum side force normal to the stNt

chord plane shall be as follows for rough water cruise speed, Vc, of 40  knots;

Av=t

Ratio

I

2

3

4

Aspect Ratio

Span

Area

Maximum Side Load

(@a) (psf  1

32.6 680

52.7 1100

65.3 1360

*h 74.8 1 5 6 0

= Span’/  Area

= Strut length from bottom -of  strut including

pod, to hull baseline

= Projected area of strut from bottom of strut,

including pod, to hull baseline.

2 2
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For other than 40 knots, values shall be changed in the ratio, (Vk/40)2  . Values foe
intcra#diate  aspect ratios can be i.ntefpolatecL

4.z+“-a-AL
s&S-u&&de  forces shall be distributed such-  that the spanwise  center of,-a-. ...&’

prep&  fa the strut immersed to the Ml baselinC  shall be 60% of the depth
below the baseline.

3.&X2 %ut Maximum Dr8g - Strut maximum drag shall be 20% of the total face
being considered and shall be so distributed as to Ge’the  same spanwise  center of

pressure. L.

3A3.3  Foil &rd-Planc  IAX& - With the strut subjected to the maximum side

force and drag loads, above, the foils shall be considered loaded as follow

T-foil semispans shall be loaded as follows with tie net bending moment at the

foi+rut  intersection such as to increase strut bending moment:

hpcct
Ratio

3

Vented Semispan
Load

kPa) (psf)

19.6 410

Wetted Semispan
- -Load. .

(kpa) !Psf)

-.-78.8 1645

4 22.5 470 90.0 1880
5 24.7 515 98.6 2060

6 263 550 104.9 2190
7 27.5 575 110.1 2300

Drag shall be 20% of the force on each semispan. The center of pressure shall be
locat&  spanwix  in accordance with taper ratio as shown in 3.2.2.1.

CM.-
A foti’supported  by two OT more struts shall have for each strut, considered

oLI separately, all span segments on one side wetted and all span segments on the other
! side vented. In addition, the span segments which are part of the ship’s roll control

system shall have their faces directed such as to simulate the most severe
combination of loading. Foil drag shall be as for T-foil semispans, above, except
that the center of pressure for each span segment between struts shall be at the

spanwise  location of its center of area.

2 3
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3.2.4  N m - In addition t0 the requirements of 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 other

wing  conditions shall be investigated that might lead to more severe limit ld

a&tiaru.  conditions to be investigated shall include the following, at least,

d 0-s  whi& may be unique to a proposed configuration. All spetds  of 3.1 .I

shall be considered. The results of these investigations shall be included in the

Structural Loads Report (4.2).

3.2.W  Flat Tun - The ship shall be in a steady flat turn such as to devciop
- . . maximum forward strut side force. The side force shall be produced by rudder

deflection. Roll control surface deflections shall be as required to maintain a bank
angle of 0 degrees. Rudder deflections may be reduced if required to avoid

exceeding maximum available roil control authority. .Y

33.43 Hadover  Heh - The ship shall be in a steady turn corresponding  to full~.
helm displacement. With normally operating control system the helm shall be

instantly reversed to maximum omite  deflection. Propulsion forces shall

correspond to the initial steady turn. Foil system loads resulting from the  abrupt
helm displacement shall be determined by a dynamic a~lysis  of ship response using
simulations as described in 3.1.11.

X2.4.3 Manarvlcr  in Warer - The ship shall be in equilibrium with a lateral load of
0.2g  appiiedat  the center of gravity which is balanced bj.  steady side forces on the
struts. Foil depth shall be one-half of the available strut length. The foil system
shall be subjected to incremental forces as follows:

a. The side loads shall be increased by sudden immersion of the foil system to

the baseline.

c

b . Incremental lift to produce an upward acceleration of 0.25g  shall be applied

to the foils with a dynamic magnification factor of 2.0.

4 C. Steady stale  one-factor loads and the incremental lift of (b)  shall be

redistributed to a 60-40 percent distribution about foil centerlines in the

most adversk  manner.

2 4
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L.

3b2a5Deklslmpct- Each f&/strut shall withstand without fake  of the

foirlsiriPtff  QC its founda$an,  an ultimate,  aft acting, 30 millisecond, half-sin load

pulse  with  Fplituk  equal to its steady lift and applied at the tip. The actuation

med&sm  of a steerable strut shall  be protected from structural failure for the

event of the  strut being subjected to this loading.

3026sefviceLomdspmNn - The occurrence frequendes  of foil system loads
. - shall be asacrtaimd  for use in fatigue life calculatiorrs  and shall lx  reported per

4.4.  Consideration shall be given bo hullbome and foiibome  operatiorrs  induding

takeoffs, landings and manewers  in a seaway with equal  time at each heading.

Ship speeds shall be VC, foilbome,  and, V
w

hullborne. Service Loads shall be
apglied  with factors specified in3.1.7.

Full scale service load measuements  from ~~WAOUB data shall be usal  whenever -

possible. The development of component service loa&  by sea state, head&  ti

operating mode shall be dearly shown; summary curves and tab&  of servi<ilw

alonc.are  unacceptable. Maximum values of service loads shall be oompprcd  ti  iha

corresponding limit loads. Consideration shall be given to foil system buffet loads

due to cavitation cavity shedding as well as all loads associated  with  control

surface deflectiars.  Consideration shall also abe  given to the influence of hydro-

elastic deflections on foil and flag load distribution. - _
w  .-

3.2.7 NC Resauc  - Built-up elements of foil system structue,  when not

flooded or pressurized, shall withstand the hydrostatic pressures associated with

their operating depths without leakage, or deflections that affect their hydrody-

namic properties. These requirements shall be met in combination with any of the

foregoing load conditions.

3b2g FnBpddanLadr  - The foil system shall withstand loads associated with

-normal operation of the propulsion system for any power setting up to maximum

engine rpm and <in  combination with any of the foregoing load conditions. Foil

systems containing propulsion shafting shall be capable of sustaining an ultimate

load caused by tiansmissiar  seizure at the design cruise speed in calm water.

Struts  containing ducting for I waterjet  .&opuision  systems shall be capable of

sustaining  an ultimate load cktsed  by sudden blockage of the ducting on the

discharge  side of the propulser.

25
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32.9 Retraction  and Extension - The foil system shall be capable of withstanding

loa,&  eated  with extension or retraction at maximum rate while the ship  is -

&Way hullborne in a seaway such that the foil system experiences incremental

VW~&  acecferatiorrs  of +3g  and relative water velocities of up ID  10 knots

normal to foil system sufaces. Up-lock mechanisms shall be capab@of  secving

and restaining  the foil systems in positim  against loads associated with the foil

system weiQlts and inertia forces due to craft. motion while hullborne in the design

sea state and shall not fail if the Retraction-Extension system is inadvertently

activated. -. -

X2.10 Fd d Strut Sm~cttre

Structval  frequencies of less than 6 hz shall be avoided to reduce interference

with automatic control system frequencies.

X211 PodsandFairings
L

X211.1 Hwodynamic  Lads - Pods and fairings  shall withstand hydrodynamic -

preswres  implied in the development of the foil system design loads. Due

consideration shall be given to the internai  loading of hollow pods and fakings,

whether sealed, ventilated,  flooded, or pressurized.

f2 .111  Deflaxim  Loads  - Pod&  and fairings shall withstand loads arising from

deflections of the foil system structure to which they are attached. These loads

shall be sustained simultaneously with the pressure loads  of 3.2.11.1 associated

with the foil system loading condition under consideraticn.

X211.3 HyhstaticLtsads  - Pods and fairing shall withstand hydrostatic pres-

sure loa& associated with their operating depths. These loads shall be sustained

simultaneously with the other loads of this section.

i 3.2.12 Cartml  System

The reqirements  of this section shall be applied to all elements of ship control

including flaps, incidence surfaces, linkages, bearings, and attachments.

26
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32.12.1  H~odynamicL~Ellements of the control  system shall k designed to
withstand hydrodynamic lo&s  -dated with craft speeds and attitudes implied oc
q~+aI In the foil system de@  limit  and servioc  loads of 32. Considcratian
stm@e  be given to he limit load associated with the qmtroi surface or device
f\Uy  &&ted  with full cavitation on the low Fesswe side.xc-

3.2.12i2  A-liar  L--Hydraulic actuatbn  loads  shall  be cal.+ated  using the
system maximun  presun,  which shall be 10% greater th_an relief VWR  cracking -
ph~un, incrsgsed  by dynamic factor of 2.0, or alternatively by a ration&ar&ysis
of cDntro1  system response bo a step voltage input at the actuator. Actuator
applied loads shall be reacted by hydrodytkic  &d added mast loadings at the
awtrol  sufze. :r,,

3Z12.3  D&ktian  Loadc-Corrtrol  system elements shall withstand W arising
f tom deflections of the foil system sfucture  to which they  are atkrhd.  1That
loads shall be sukained  simultaneously with the loads  associated with tj~ fail

system loading condition under consideration.m >-  - _... . - ‘-

*

.-  -

. .
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L3 HULL

~ha  hull shall be capable of operating in all combinations of design sea state and

spcrccs II) provided by the Detail Specificatiorrs,  without exceeding the structural

limitations-of 3.1.7. To enswe  that this capability is achieved, loads used for

structural design shall meet or exceed loads associated with the following load

conditim.

_ 3.fl.l  HMborne  Loads - The hydrofoil vessel shall be capable of withstanding all
~ a_

loads included in the General Specifications for Buikling  Ships of the U.S. Navy

applicable to a conventiaral  vessel of similar size and huiibome capabilitia.

X3.1.2 Foilbane  Crube Loads - Since a hydrofoil ship hull is supported at two

discrete points along its hull when foilborne, unlike the buoyant supQat  of

hullborne ships, it is necessary to assure that such point loads can be adequately

sustained. For the conditions of this sectian,  it shall be assuned  that the vessel ls I

ti-  maximum foilborne weight, WM. r

LfL2J Straightaway - The hull girder shall withstand, in foilborne straight-

ahead operation, steady-state loads increased by the lift required to produce an

incremental vertical acceleration of l-g.

33.1.2.2  Maneuverirrg  - The hull girder shall withstand steady state loads imposed

-by the foil system, increased by the lift required to produce an incremental

vertical acceleration of 0.5 g. Simultaneously, additional loads shall be applied to

the foil system to produce a lateral acceleration of 0.5 g.

3.3.1.3  FdbancWaveImpct  L&

,
3.3J.3.1  General

impacts which are

encounter. The

- Foilborne rough water operations will result in hull-wave

the most severe sea state loads a hydrofoil vessel is expected to

hull shall be designed to minimize impact loads for normal

f oiiborne operations. However, the hull shall be structurally capable of with -

28‘
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-- $a@iyy  ail foilborne  wave irnpaC.~ which may occur with the ship in adverse
att&wha  and  with advcnc motions. The following pfkditions  of impact shall be

and the resulting pressures, forces and akeierations  shall  be the ba&
of ikBja&tumi  dtsign’exapt as may be necessary to meet requirements of other
sections of then  criteria. Appendix 10.3 describes typical considerations for huli-
wave impact analysis. ^’

-x-M.  . n-c

The ship shall be consider*  to make the following maneuvers which result in hull-
wave imp&t  limit toads while at maximum and minimum foilborne  w&hts  (WM
and Wmh)  with nocmaiiySToperating  automatic oontroLsystem.  hnpact forces shall
be cakulated  using the (Hi,lb wave height-in the foilbome  maximum ddignsea.
Wave lengths shall be the most severe for the impact oondltion‘  being considered
but need not be less than 15 times wave height.

* LflA2  Etough  water Tahoff  - While operating in the maximun m stli)  for  -
foilborne operation as required by the Detail Specification, the ship sh&  lis
considered to make a rapid head-sea  takeoff. m -ff  may k &&A &.‘<

programmed. Wave impacts which may occur during the maneuver shall be
’investigated considering ship speed and pitch-up attitude.

3.3.1.3~  Emergency  Liding - While operating at the speed of (V,>  in a head sea
in the maximun sea state for foilbkne operation as required by the Detail
Specification, the ship shall be considered to become rapidly hullborne by an
emergency landing maneuver. This maneuver shall be investigated for wave
impacts which occur at all possible locations along the length of the hull.
considering the speed and attitude of the ship.

3AL3.4  Ro@ Water &ordr  - While at the speed of (VRw)  in a head sea, in the

_, mwimun sea state for foilborne operations as required by the Detail Specification,
the forward foil system shall be considered to have emerged through the surface on

i the back of a wave completely losing lift. Subsequent ship motions shall result in
the fore part of ;ht vessel impacting the next oncoming wave. The impact shall be
investigated considering motions and attitudes of the vessel at the instant of
impact. If the forward foil system consists of separate port and starboard foils,

then only one shall be considered to lose lift and the resulting roil attitude and roil
motions shall be included in the impact evaluation.

_ -. -

2 9
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3.3.1.3.5  Rough Water lUananm - While foilborne in the maximum sea state for - -

foilborm  operations as required by the Detail Specification, the ship shall  “be  -
d&red  to  make a maneuver which results in a head sea impact with an
ofbcomiq  wave. The conditions of impact shall be at least as severe as the .
following:

ship speed: Maximum rough water foilborne  speed, VRW.

g Sink Speed: 5 Fod*cond  (1.5 M/second) at the CC

Roll Attitude: Consistent with a coordinated turn at the maximum
design turn rate, or 12 degrees, whichever is greater

Pitch Attitude:

Wave:

Up to 2 5 degrees  from design foilborne  attitude for
ship displacement up to 100 tons, varying linearly from WV
+ 5 degrees to 2 3 degrees for displacements between
100 and 200 tons, and 2 3 degrees for displacements
over 200 tons. -

Hi/lo  wave height and wave length such that the
maximum slope is the same as the buttock line slope
at thepoint-of contact but no greater than 12 degrees.

3.3.1,Q  Wave Impzt Acceleraticm  - Acceleration envelopes shall be es&shed
’ ‘for vertical, lateral and surge accelerations which result from ‘wave impacts. ’

Consideration shall be given to the probable structural overshoot caused by

impulsive load&;  in lieu of more specific information, a-dynamic magnification
factor of 1.5 shall be applied to calculated wave’impact accelerations.

3.3.1.5  service  Lad!s - Load spectrums shall be generated in sufficient detail to

allow fatigue life evaluations for the locations noted in 3.3.3.4. In lieu of more
i specific data it m&y be assumed that load peak values are Ray leigh distributed such

that,

P(n > x)  = e-x2’2 ’
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WhMtZ: P(n  > x)  is the probability that a load peak, n, exceeds x, and u is

&;; :_,
the  standard deviation of loading.

.
_.  ..:

W&k be described  in t&l&  or curves indicating load. magnitudes versus.

cxxummcc  rates Md shall be reported in  the initial submittal of the Structural

Design Criteria Report.

332  Hldlswlctu~cqabillty _-  _.-s

The Ml  as‘a’girder  and hu&kompG&nts  that” form framing, shell and interior

sqport  strgcture  shall be capable‘of  sustaining pressure%  forces and accelerations

for each load condition of thcspecification  without exceeding the yield, ukirnate,

and fatigue strength rcquihments  of 347.
a

333  PhIllarder T.;
.+-
{I:  _

3 3 3 . 1  - - The 6&l  aC a girder &all be capable of sustaining b&d&‘@..

moments and-sheers associated with hullborne speeds of f.l%,  folk  up and fobs’  I .-
down, in the sea states required by the Detail Specification.

Although hullborne bending moments are expected to be less than for foilborne,

assurance of this fact must be established for each design. .-
e

3 3 3 3  lwbomecNbc - The hull girder shall be capable of sustaining the

foilbome loads of 3.3.1.2 and simultaneously, the reaction‘ and pressure loads fro-m

weapons firing as stated in 311.10.

3.X33  FolBaite  Wave mpaC* - Bending moments and sheers due to foilborne

hukave impacts are expected to be far more severe and varied than those from

hullborne or other foilbome operations. Forces from wave impacts may occur

anywhere along the.length  of the hull causing hogging or sagging bending  moments.

For hull-rolled &e impacts the forces will have both vertical and lateral

components so that vertical and lateral bending moments will occur simultane-

ously. Local stresses due to impact pressures will also be additive to bending

stresses.
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Maximum values of positive  and negative bending moments and sheers for at _-
loading conditions of 3.3.1.3 shall be developed for sufficient locations along the -
le&& the Ml to ensure the adequacy of the hull girder. Consideration shall be
giveik‘t;, the  following concurrent loads:

positive or negative vertical bend@ moment,

lateral bending moment,
positive  or negative vertical sheer,
literal  sheer, and
impact pressure.

- -

Wave impact forces and inertial responses shall be applied to the hull girder with a
dynamic magnification factor of  1.5. we

The vessel shall be in static equilibrium considering impact forces, foil system
forces, and inertia forces.

33&4Fatiguc- Bending moment spectra shall be generated from the lad
-spectra of 3.3.1.5 for sufficient locations to allow evaluation of the fatigue life of

the hull girder. The  locations selected shall  include strut foundations, stepped
decks, ends of fore and aft tunnels and other potential discontinuities in the hull
girder. ^

33.4 Shell Bottt3m  Plating

Hull bottom plating and stiffeners below the chine or turn of the bilge shall be
capable of withstanding wave impact pressures that occur at the speed of VRw
with the hull rolled and pitched within the following limits:

Pitchup  to + 5 degrees from design foilbome attitude for ship displacement _
up to 100 tons, varying linearly from 2 5 degrees to + 3 degrees for
displacements between 100 and 200 tons, and 2 3 degrees for displacements
over 200 tons.

Roll: Local deadrise  angle or 12’, whichever is less. .

32
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‘fhe wave impacted shall  have a slop  parallel to the shell plating being considered,

local buttock line slope + pitch,

but not greater than 12 degrees.

The wave height shall bg ,thg Hl,lo for the design sea.

--

Limit iard pressures shall be equal to or greater than those calculated by the

following expressions:

for B’X 7’,
i

,.A; ;z ( (0.0129 - 0.1348 6’) 8’ + x5020 )

and for e’ 1 7’,

l 2p=A 3

wh=% P = limit pressure, psf or kP=.

A = 10.05 for metric units,

A = .0138  for English units

8’ = 8 - 0 , degrees
8 = local hull deadrise, degrees

$ = ship roll angle, degrees

.- t = relative normal velocity, fps or mps

= “RW Sin7 +VSCosT  +VoCos(w-r)

“RW = ship speed, f ps or m ps

5fpsor  1.52mps
: vS.:. _

. - . .”
“0

= wave orbital velocity, fps or mps

t =t-a

I = local trim angle

0 = ship pitch angle

L = wave length such thatY= f unless ‘I >  12’

-a. -

c
1 . .

Y = wave slope = Sin- 1  “H) 5 120t - i -

3 3
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H = Hi/lo wave height, design sea state
0 = phase angle of V.

:. _

Pressures derived for this condition shall not be combined with other loading
condiths.

Shell plating response to these’ pressures shall take advantage of the membrane
capability of the plate be$w+en  longitudinals  and frames; however:  permanent
deformation normal to the plate under Yield Load shall not exceed .005 millimeter
per millimeter (0.005 inch per inch) of stiffener spacing.

- - -_.  .-
33.5. shell Topsi~  weatherdedc  and  super-

3.3.5.1 Wave Rcsarrc  Lo& - The shell plating above the design waterline, the
weatherdecks and the superstructure shall be capable of wi&anding  pressure
loads from boarding seas when the ship is hullborne. The forward sideshell  phting

.
shall also be capable of withstand* pressure loads which may occur%am*
foilbdrne  wave impacts in oblique seas or when the ship is roll& g iir  a coo&ated
turn in a head sea. These capabilities shall be considered assured for structure -.; ,-
designed to meet the requirements of this section. _.

.i

The wave pressure loading applicable to the sideshell, weatherdecks and super-

structure shall be equal to or greater than those indicated on Figure 3.3.1.a or .b
for the design =a state.

34
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PHf - PO

pi,,  * PO:  + ( h - r ) ,  z <h
PSf - 1 . 5 POm,toL/4’~ l . . l

Hs  - Signtflunt  Wave  Helght,..ft

8 ft I ll,$  12 ft

.

FIGURE 3.3.la  . Liinit  Pressure Loads  for Sideshell,

Weatherdeck and Deckhouses

(English)
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c - -
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I
A-A .

“s - Slgniflcant Wave Height, meters
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FIGURE 3.3.lb Limit Pressure Loads for Sideshell,

Weatherdeck  and Deckhouses (Metric)
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333.2  mqKnFlr@  Lmds  - Decks and superstructures in way of weapon
mstallations  shall be capable  of withstanding blast pressure loads from W&

fir+- ’ m pressure loads shall be sustained. in combination with loads from -_ 2.
follb&&hg  conditions of 3.3.1.2.._:.  . - -

Hull frames and bulkheads shall react pressure loads on the bottom, sideshell  and
decks caused by boarding so&  and hull-wave impacts. Separate loading combina-
tions for these conditions are defined below. Recognition shall be given to the
loading on transverse bulkheads due to reacting deck loa&& longitudinal framing
loads. Watertight bulkheads shall be capable of with&%& pressure  loads in ..=*-

accordance with General Specifications for Ships of the United States Navy.

3.3.6.1 ‘HulEar~ - Framiq st+port@ sideshell,  matherdecks  and ruQcntrucnPc  _ i _
shall withstand pressure loads described in 3.3.5 witJ  the loads apQiial  simu@an+
ously  tri  one side of the hull, weatherdeck and sqxrstructure. whe&he
weatherdeck is continuous across the beam, the weatherdeck shall  be loaded from
one side to the other.

- s

a X3.62 Foilbanc - Hull fram& supporting stnll  areas subject to the uktve  impact

conditions of 3.3.1.3 shall be capable of withstanding the’associa t*  pressure loads
from those conditions. For framing design, the pressure loads shall beapplied  with
a dynamic factor of 1.25.

3.307  Keel .,

x3.74  Doeke - The keel shall be capable of supporting the vessel when resting
on keel Mocks.

3.3.72 Foilbane - The  keel supporting frames, bulkheads and shell plating shall
I be capable of withstanding pressures and hull girder loads from the wave impact

conditions of 3.3.1.3. The keel shall be capable of withstanding the hull girder
loads of 3.3.1.2. -

37
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Vaiw  h u l l  ~cesses,  such  a s  fW b0W  thrUSters,  inlets  for  wattrjd  propul&a

uricr,  and strut  foundations shall have a presure capability at least equal to the
suromdirq  structue. Tk boundaies  of hull  recesses that can be mmpletcly
fiycd with water with no egress,  and exposed to direct  hydrodynamic flow, shall be

capable of withstanding stagnation pressve,
e

P = 2834 vc*  (psf)  = ,136  vc*  &Pa)

where: P = Limit Pressue

vc = Rough water foilborne cruise speed,  knots -.  -
-.

‘Bounda&  of recesses open to the air, or with  c&k means of water egres,  and

emed to direct hydrodynamic flow, shall be capable of withstandiq  the desia
pressure  of hull sideshell  amidships as specified in 3.3.5. -

ff9  Famdatiaa
-.

33.9.1  Foil System Fandatiaa  - The hull attachments for struts shall be capable
of reacting limit and service loads on the foil system for the load conditions of 3.2.
Since it is likely that the material of the foundations will be different than the .
material of the struts, with different modulus of elasticity, care shall be taken to

ensue  that both strength and deflections of the foundations are compatibl-e  with
strut retraction/extension and with f oilborne  operation.

X3.9.2 Machinery and Equipment Fomdaticm  - Foundations for machinery and
equipment shall be capable of withstanding shock and vibration requirements of
3.1.9 and inertia loads of 3.3.1.4 in addition to normal operating loads of such
machinery and equipment.

3.3.9.3  KktaponF&datians  - Weapon foundations shall be capable of supporting
the weapm  weight for the inertia forces of 3.3.1.4. These loads shall not be
ambined  with firing loads.

38
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weapon foundations shall be capable of sustaining weapon firing loads in combi-

natians  with weapon weight and inertia f0rCes  associated with foilborne operation

spdgy  in 3gs

3a&bliii
-1

-. _
-Tank bamtjaries  shall be designed to withstand the follow@ limit load conditions:

2-T~ .:

b Pressure causedby overfilling the tank -and  discharging through the

. overflow at the maximum all&able  pumping rate of the system.

-- p* Dyllpmic  pressures associated with the inertia forces of 3.3.1.4.  For .’
these conditions the tank shall be full, with no liquid in the fu piping _

4’
above the tank top.

3A11.1 Vatmtight  Decks  - Watertight decks shall be capable of withstan&  a
head of water to the height of the uppermost watertight deck above. These decks

shall also be capable of withstanding the load@ impoad  by eq$pment  installed on
the deck with inertia loads of 3.3.1.4. In either case, the minimum load shall be as
shown in Figure 3.3.2.

3.3.111  Nm-Vatertight  Ddcs  - Interior non-watertight decks shall be capable of
withstanding the same loads as for watertight decks except for hydrostatic loading

which shall be-&ted.

X3.12 - EMchmds - Non-structural bulkheads shall be capable of

sustaining either of the following loads, applied separately:

a. 250 lbs (1110 N) applied on  any square foot (0.09m2)  of the

bulkhead.

b. 15 psf (0.72 kPa) pressure uniformly distributed over the bulkhead.

3 9
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-.

Mass &&l  be capable of withstanding the inertia loads of 3.3.1.4  in addition to
-.

wind I& on the mast and the equipment mounted thereon.. The wind loads shall
be taken as 30 psf (1.44 kPa)  on projected areas.

-,
3.3.14 Watefti@t compartment=-

The envelopiq structure  of each watertight compartment shall be capable of

withstanding watertightness test pressures without excessive: deflection or per-
manent set. Unless otherwise specified the test pressure should  be the hydrostatic
head from the mid-height of the compartment to the uppermost watertight deck.

Moori-  fittings, bitts, chocks, and cleats, shall be light weight and capable of

withstanding a load equivalent to twice the breaking strength of the specified
mooring lines.

An arrangement for towing shall be provided which shall be capable of sustaining
loads from towing with foils down, at 10 knots in calm water.

40 ”
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.- TYPICAL LIVE LOADS

: ---rfm  or comwutmT LlVL LOADI,YC DESICSAYION  USED
(Lwsq. FT.) IN FlCURE  4-3

Livflag  and eoatror  qmC88,  officu
and pa~tages, Mia  drck  8d-8bOY8 7s

a p,-z?zf_

Living sp8crs below plia deck ' 100 GiGa  *

o~$+s l d control  $p#C8S below
130

m
m&i-d.& .

:
shop  SjMU 200

~tOr8~OOUiS/?'hjjatinct 300’ ’

FIGURE 3.3.2: Interior Deck Loads --
>.
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4.0 QtiUWTY  ASSURANCE

i

The following reports shall be submitted by the contractor for Navy approval:

The factors which affect design of structural components of the proposed hydrofoil

ship shall be set forth in this report in detail. The report shall  include structural

requirements from the criteria herein, from Generat  Specifications for Ships of the

U.S. Navy, from Detail Specifications for the Ship, from special mission require-

ments amzI other considerations. The information presented shall include, but not

be limited to:

. Ship- Dimensions

Dijplacement

Arrangement

speed

a

Control Method

Sea State Requ&ements

Annual usage

Expected Life

4.102  Structud  Load Simulation RepoH

This report shall describe each simulation used to generate structural loads. In this

context a simulation is a complex digital or analog mathematical modeling of the

ship in the sea which is capable of calculating ship motions and force. The

equations ‘of  the mathematical models shall be given and the form of the output

shall be described, whether force-time histories, frequency responses, statistical

data & other. Data and or analyses substantiating the validity of the simulations

are considered of primary importance and shall be included. The following

simulations are required. Additional simulations may be used at the contractors

: option. !

4.1.2.1 A six degree-of-freedom simulation capable of calculating foil system

loads in calm water for all possible automatic control system inputs.



4.1.2.2 A six degree-of-freedom simukion  capable of caiculatiq foil system

loadn~n a seawry. --f

AL.3 WuchralLadsRsp#t --, .-
C

This  re& shall contain  the lo&i%  apnditim and desi@  lads bo be wed  fa the
pmpcxed  hydrofoil ship.. DesQn  loads shall be in the form of kppropriate  tables, ,rr

-d&yams,  sunmary  awes, or cqua#ops. Cakulation  assunptiorrs  and ratia&e
shalt be dearty  rho-. Where loads  are based on test data, the test philosophy,
real@,  accuacy,  conditions, applicability, and data shall be fully  desui&d.

4.1.4 s*uctwal Subtmtiatim  Report

.-
This report shall contain  predictiau  of structval  component  res-.h-.tk
design loads of the proposed hydrofoil ship. Such respoclbes,  detertined  by &al)!?&--- -.
oc  tests, in accordance with 4.3, shall be dauibed  in detail showi%;  fin&&  in . -*.
each ins&e, the margin of compliance with the requirements of the.Stru&ral
Daim  Criteria.

All informatim  necessary to stistantiate  each conclusion  shall be shown, induding:

analysis assumptions H-
sqaport  reactions
material properties
colunn  stability limitatiorrr.*. . I _ data from special tests

- reference to pertinent commonly  available data.
-_

Compliance wit!. the Structural Design Criteria shall be considered  assured if
analysis by accepted technique?,  skws  that the structve under  consideration  is not
stressed  beyond jield or ultimate stress for corwrvative  combinations of Yield  or

. L  0321%22-l



Ultimate Loads respectively. %miklyy,  cOmpbXe  i s  assured  if  nlY& by 

accepted teclmique  shows that the StWCtUrC  has capability Of accepting the Yield _
Lad-withart  permanent set. Allowable yield and ultimate stresses for b

ma-b1  m be the  “A”  probability stresses given in ML  #DBK  5 unless otherwise -
stated in the detail specifications. The calculated stress shall account for
combined  stresses  due to bending, torsion and axial tension (OT  comptessh)  Using

appropriate interaction formulas such as given  in DDS‘100-4.

This report shall contain information concerning divergence, control reversal and
flutter speeds of foil systems and other hydrodynamic surfaces of the proposed .---
hydrofoil ship. All data useg  in the analyses shall  be clearly shown including
distributed and no&l  stiffnesses and masses. Analysis methods shalLbe  -ibed-  _
in detail. Calculated in-air and in-water vibration modes and  frequencies  sh8il  be
listed.

4.3.3  s- Tests

Test articles shall duplicate the design for the ship; they shall be constructed of
the same materials and use the same fabrication methods. The tests shall usec
Yield, Ultimate, or Service Loads, as applicable, and, to be acceptable, must show
compliance  with 3.1.7. Sufficient numbers of the same article shall be tested  to
demonstrate high probability of achieving test results on the ship. Structural tests
shall be reported in the Structural Substantiation Report (4.1).

44
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The statistical distributicm  of wave heights and periods which occur in a particular

~~canbedescribedbythelongtcrmoccurrencefrequencics of significant

-wave heights and signSkant  periods. Ta&le  10.1.1  is an tfxample  of the annual

disfdution  of ::yaves in the North Sea.  Each blo&  within the table can be

represepd  by one  discrete unidirectimat  wave height spectrum defined by the

following formula: .
= - -

a_-.

s44 =O.ll (F,
4 2 -5

-.44GJ4

Hs w t s

S

id = energy density spectrum of the bngaed  seamy.
-.k& _:’

,_..~T_ _ :- .’--.
w = wave frequency kadians per  second)  as observed-frofn  a Lr- ...CY.I;:L.’

-:;  7 :
poitit .

HS = sigriifkant  wave height2  average of one-third highest waves .- . _“

TS = significant period, average period of one-third highest waves

Figure 10.1.1  shows spectral distributions of wave heights for a significant kc

height of 3 meters and for.average  significant periods. _

-:._

Wave heights in the random sea are Rayleigh  distributed and have commonly used

wave height ratios given in Table 10.1.2.
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Tabulated Numbers Show the Percentage  of Expected Seas Within Each
Height and Period Section

Sigrificint

wave height
Ntkters)

0.25
0.5
1.0

e- 1.5

2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
s-i0
4.5
5.0

5.5

- a.0

6.5

i.0

7.5
8.0

8.5

9.0
9.5

Totals

* 5 6-7 8-9  lo-11  12-l)  14-21 2 1 Totals

6.33 I):13
0.45 11.26
0.50 16.75
0.38 7.42

0.29 2.04
0.16 0.97
0.05 0.52
0.14 0.17
0.05 0.17
0.05 0.08
0.01 0.03
0.04 0.01
0.03 0.01

0 0
0.01 0.01

0 0
0.01 0.01

0 0
0 0
0 0

8.50 43.59

0.24 0.09 0.05 0 0.01
1.31 0.34 0.09 0.01 0.02
6.17 1.07 0.26, 0.09 0.13
8 . 2 8  2-.15 0 . 6 8  0 . 1 6  0 . 1 2
5.18 2.46 0.64 0 .11  0 .0s
2.81 2.18 0.80 0.18 0.04
1.74 1.16 0.75 0.18 0.08
0.92 1.36 0 .59  0 .26 0.02
0.47 0.59 0.39 0.14 0.05
0.41 0.47 0.26 0.16 0.10
0.04 0.05 0 .08  0 .03 0
0.05 0.11 0.09 0 0
0.05 0.11 0 .05  0 .04 0.02
0.07 0.06 0.11 0.04 0.01

0  0 .03 0.01 0.03 0
0  0 .03 0.03 0.01 0.01

0.03 0.04 0 0 0
0 0 0.01 0 0.01
0 0.01 0.01 0 0
0  0 .03 0.01 0 0

27.87 12.33 4.92 1.44 0.71

0.07
0.34
0.16
0.01
0.04
0.01

0
0
0
0

--- 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.63

-.

10.92 - -
13.94
25.14
19.20
10.80
7.15
4.49
3.47
1.W
I53
a.23
0.30 -
0.31
0.29
0.09
0.08
0.09
0.03
0.03
0.04

100.00

Significant wave period keconds)

*Cairn  or  period undetermined.’ ~

Table 10.1.1’  Typical Specification for Sea Conditions in the North Sea

4 6
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- Figure 10.1 Spectral Distribution of Wave Heights
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OF WAVE IMPACT LOADS
.

sents  a method for calculating the instantaneous impact force

immersed in a wave. This  method-takes into account the hulf  _

shape by rapfacing  thi immersed hull  with a series ot equivalent, prismatic, wedges:

noftnal‘ba  the keel with deadrisas,and  local  *trLni  dspcirdcnt  upan  the actual-hull.
Tk equivalent wedges have impact  yclocitks, &pen&M-m  craft moti&  and

wave water ‘partick  velocity. A term for &$bdhaI  kti-rrhpc is a;bo included

which accounts for increase or d&mse  in pccssurc  -ted  with flow  along a a..,- _
_“rved  keeL T6e  computatim  as presented Itr the R~f&ice~resultsib  an impsct

force distributim which  when integrated aIq ‘the tiW lengq  gives the
instantaneous impact .farCX arr  the hu&

occurrence can be generated by successive appikatim  of the in

caicuktim,  accounting at each calalatiar  for the  changa).

of the hull and of its position in the wave.
-r -

. .
.-.

*The equation  for calculating the impact force on a symm&&

Reference 1O;fil  -uses  t@e  Wagner-Sydow expression for-  virtual -rni

ence  10.3.2  for instance) as follows:
--<  &.--..

P-
m=P-!j (S- 1>Zr2

-,
Where p is the mass density, 6 is the effective deadtise  and C is the immersh  of

‘the wedge to the wave rise line. Comparisons of predicted*kd  measured pressures
using the Wagner-Sydow virtual mass show good agreement for deadrises above
about 7 degrees. For lower deadrises  the added mass must be modified to agree

-q&y  +!tely  with test data. The following empirical expressiar  f6r added mass
gi~.m  agreement with average pressures- for wedges with less than 7 degrees

dead&:

p !j ~.0123l3 - ,134s  62 + 17.502) t 2
.

m=

Where  6 > 7’.

.

*-



-the  constants for this equation were deduced from pressure data such as presented - -
in Reference 10.3.3.

In order to caicuiatc  a wave impact force-time history values of ship motion
variables are selected within the limits of the criteria in a combination that would

cause the most severe impact force for the location of impact. For ins-c,  if the
hull of a ZOO-ton hydrofoil has  lo-degree  deadrise  at a location along the hull
where an impact is assmed  to occur, then the hull roll angle should be 10’  so that
the effective deadrise  for calculations is zero at:  the point and is minimized
elsewhere. Also, at the lo-degree roll angle, if the keel trim is 3 degrees then the

wave length would be selected such as to give a maximum wave slope  of 6 degrees
(the keel  trim of 3 degrees plus the ship pitch angle of 3 degrees).

A hand calculation of a hull-wave impact force time-history is impractical because
of the necessity to use very small time increments (about l/15  of the  impact
period) and the number  of variables involved. The calculation has been co&her-

ized taking into account three-dimensional ship form, rolled impacts in trochoidal
waves, ship motions in six degrees of freedom, buoyancy forces and foil system

_ -,.
-

forces with appropriate responses of the latter to an active automatic control
systun.

Typical inputs (with limits specified by the criteria) are:

1) A computer representation of the hull form

2) Ship weight and mass inert&

3) Ship attitude and motion at the instant of impact

4)

,

5)

Wave size

Point of hull-wave contact

6) Hydrodynamic characteristics of the foils and struts

D321-;!322 1



7)  _ Automatic contfbl  sys+n characteristics

l

i - .-  <Ir-
a are a prtee  source  of-  hilll  smctural  loads the output of

,:pi&aJn  illdudes  loads data applic.aMe  Do  tl@3us  siructlral  amp
rents  W’each  iteratia  Typbi outprt  consists of the fo&&ngz

6)

7)

8)

AxialfoKxsattheq#

M-ts  aboutthe  cg

Translational and rotational acce(erations

Tramlati~ and rotationai  velocities

Distribution  of impact  and buoyancy for&s

Average pressures along the wetted leqth

Wetted beams and immersed dtpths  along the wetted length
.

Roll and pitch angles of the ship relative to an e&% a%& syr~m.

Further, for rolled impactr  the v&es  along-the  wetted laq@ are given port and
starboard. - ’̂

The appiicati’on  of wave impact loads data to particular elements of the hull -
structure is covered in the criteria. Since acceleration data are necessary for
&&&@&inertia  factors for deck loads, fouxiation  loads, hull girder loads, tank
l+&& feeds  for other classes of structure,. an envelope of accelerations is.- . .
de&d  from  tht  impact calculations. The information fpr  this er~velope  comes

i
frm  impacts that’ have initiated  &t  several points along the hull. Figure  10.3.1

. shows fully fact&d  accelerations based on the impact calculations made for the -
PEGASUS (PHM-0).  The acceleration at each point alag the hull is the sun of the
Ig acceleration ODmponent  (the ship was initially rolled 15 degrees) and incremental

.  . -

032&2-l
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translational and rotational accelerations. The incremental accelerations have -

been  multiplied by a dynamic factor Of 1.5,  as rquired by the criterion, and the

summed  values are to be multiplied by a safety factor of 1.5. In equation form, the

acceleration in g’s is: -

.  .

Y =

. .
x= -sine + (2 cg - Ry + Qz)  &] 1.5 _. -

The symbols for these quatims are identified in Figure 10.3.2.

LIST OF REFERENCES *

10.3.1 Jensen ,  Wm.  R., “Hydrofoil Boat Hull-Wave Impacts,” ASME
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Immersing Wedge,” JAS, June 1951.

10.3.3 Lewison,  G., and Maclane, W. M., “The Effect of +trapped  Air Upon

the Slamming of Ship’s Bottoms,” University of California, Berkeley,

Col. of Eng., NA-66-5, March 1966.
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Figure 10.3.2 Coordinate Systems for Ship Motions
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